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Results

My friends and I were participants in the fidget spinner fad. My 
experience and personal memories having a fidget spinner lead 
me to research this fad.

The information in this project comes from researching news 
stories and articles about the fad, which were plentiful. 

Materials and Methods

Six Conditions 
Turner and Killian listed six conditions needed for collective behavior to take 
place.
• Uncertainty – The spinners were claimed to help those with ADHD, autism, 

and anxiety, but there was not a lot of scientific research to back that claim 
up. Despite that, people still bought spinners to help with those symptoms 
because they were told it might help. This caused many people to 
purchase fidget spinners because they were told that the spinners would 
help.

• Urgency – Kids begging their parent for a fidget spinner until they get one. 
The longer they didn’t have one the more overwhelmed they get. This 
caused urgency because participants felt like they needed a fidget spinner 
as soon as possible because everyone else had one.

• Communication of Mood and Imagery – Social media and classrooms 
made communication about the fidget spinner possible. It allowed for 
participants to share their fidget spinner experiences.

• Permissiveness – Students don’t normally play with toys in class but did 
when the fidget spinner claimed to help with ADHD, anxiety, and autism, it 
made it okay. This is permissiveness because the claim that it helped with 
symptoms of ADHD, anxiety, and autism made it okay to play with toys in 
class when playing with toys in class wasn’t appropriate before.

• Selective Individual Suggestibility – When participants accepted that the 
spinner helps with ADHD, autism, and anxiety, even though there wasn’t a 
lot of scientific research that backed that up. They accepted this claim 
because it fit the mood of the crowd.

• Constraint - Kids continued to get fidget spinners because that is what 
their friends had, and they didn’t want to be left out. They did this 
because the pressure form the other participants was too strong to act 
another way.

Five Classes of Participants
Turner and Killian listed five classifications of participants that they believe 
are in every episode of collective behavior. They believed that everyone that 
participated in collective behavior did so for a different reasons and engaged 
in different behavior.
• Ego – Involved – Those with ADHD, autism, and anxiety.
• Concerned – Parents of children that have fidget spinners of their own.
• Insecure – Those who bought fidget spinners without needing help 

focusing.
• Spectators – Those who watched fidget spinner video but didn’t have a 

fidget spinner.
• Ego – Detached – Manufactures, advertisers, and those who sold fidget 

spinners  

Conclusions
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A fad is a temporary enthusiasm. People get excited about 
something for a while and then simply drop it. The fidget spinner 
fad took place in 2017. Fidget spinners were marketed as easing 
the symptoms of ADHD, autism, and anxiety. Over 200 million 
fidget spinners were reportedly sold that year. Turner and 
Killian’s Emergent Norm Theory explains the fidget spinner fad, 
why it happened, and classifies the participants.
Purpose
• The purpose of this study was to explain why the fidget 

spinner fad happened and to classify those who participated 
in the fad.

Objectives
• To examine the factors that cause people to participate in the 

fad.
• To  examine the various reasons that people participated in 

the fad.

Introduction

In the case of the 2017 fidget spinner fad, Turner and 
Killian’s six conditions and five classes of participants that 
they described in their Emergent Norm Theory were all 
present in this episode of collective behavior. The rise and 
fall of the popularity of the fidget spinner follows the 
common pattern of object fads. The fad ended when school 
officials started banning fidget spinners as a distraction in 
classrooms.

Limitations
• Due to the widespread market and sales of the fidget 

spinners it is hard to know an exact number of how many 
were sold
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